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Abstract
We introduce a unifying and generalizing framework for complex and detailed balanced
steady states in chemical reaction network theory. To this end, we generalize the graph
commonly used to represent a reaction network. Specifically, we introduce a graph, called
a reaction graph, that has one edge for each reaction but potentially multiple nodes for each
complex. A special class of steady states, called node balanced steady states, is naturally
associated with such a reaction graph. We show that complex and detailed balanced steady
states are special cases of node balanced steady states by choosing appropriate reaction
graphs. Further, we show that node balanced steady states have properties analogous
to complex balanced steady states, such as uniqueness and asymptotical stability in each
stoichiometric compatibility class. Moreover, we associate an integer, called the deficiency,
to a reaction graph that gives the number of independent relations in the reaction rate
constants that need to be satisfied for a positive node balanced steady state to exist.
The set of reaction graphs (modulo isomorphism) is equipped with a partial order that
has the complex balanced reaction graph as minimal element. We relate this order to the
deficiency and to the set of reaction rate constants for which a positive node balanced
steady state exists.
1 Introduction
Complex balanced steady states of a chemical reaction network are perhaps the most well-
described class of steady states in chemical reaction network theory. Horn and Jackson built
a theory for positive complex balanced steady states and showed that they are unique and
asymptotically stable relatively to the linear invariant subspace they belong to [15]. Around
the same time, Feinberg studied a structural network property, called the deficiency, and
derived parameter-independent theorems concerning the existence of complex balanced steady
states, based on the deficiency [5, 8].
The graphical structure of a reaction network also plays an integral part of the present
work. In fact we will not stick to a single graphical representation of a reaction network but to
a collection of graphical representations, and build a theory that extends the classical theory
of complex and detailed balanced steady states. In this theory detailed and complex balanced
steady states arise as particular examples of the same phenomenon.
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The standard graphical representation of a reaction network is a digraph where the nodes
are the complexes of the network and the directed edges are the reactions, as in the example
below with two species. This representation appears so natural that a reaction network might
be defined directly as a digraph with nodes labeled by linear combinations of the species [4]
as follows:
X1 `X2
r
1
X1 ` 2X2r2X2
r 3
r4
r5
2X1.
(1)
In addition, we also consider digraphs where the same complex in different reactions might
or might not be represented by the same node. These graphs, called reaction graphs (Defini-
tion 1), can be obtained from the standard graph by duplication of nodes. As an example,
consider the digraph
X1 `X2
r
1
X1 ` 2X2r2X2
r 3
X1 ` 2X2 r4r5 2X1, (2)
where the node with label X1 ` 2X2 is duplicated, such that the digraph (1) is split into two
components. The digraph (1) is obtained by collapsing the two nodes for X1 ` 2X2, that is,
by reversing the duplication step.
We associate a novel type of steady states, called node balanced steady states with a given
reaction graph (Definition 7). To set the idea, recall that a complex balanced steady state
is an equilibrium point such that, for any complex y, the sum of the reaction flows out of y
equals the sum of the reaction flows going into y. To illustrate this, consider the digraph (1)
with mass-action kinetics. A complex balanced steady state x “ px1, x2q fulfills
κ1x1x2 “ κ3x2, κ3x2 “ κ2x1x22, κ2x1x22 ` κ4x1x22 “ κ1x1x2 ` κ5x21, (3)
where κi is the reaction rate constant of the i-th reaction.
Analogously, we define a node balanced steady state with respect to a given reaction graph
as a steady state fulfilling equations similar to (3), derived from the particular reaction graph.
Thus, under mass-action kinetics, a node balanced steady state of the digraph (2) fulfills
κ1x1x2 “ κ3x2, κ3x2 “ κ2x1x22, κ2x1x22 “ κ1x1x2, κ4x1x22 “ κ5x21. (4)
The equations in (3) can be obtained by adding the last two equations in (4). A node balanced
steady state of the digraph (2) is therefore in particular complex balanced.
In this context complex balanced steady states are instances of node balanced steady states
for a particular choice of reaction graph. As we will see, detailed balanced steady states are
also node balanced steady states for a specific reaction graph. It is therefore not surprising that
node balanced steady states satisfy properties analogous to complex (and detailed) balanced
steady states. In fact, we show that many classical results carry over to node balanced steady
states and might be defined in terms of properties of reaction graphs, rather than reaction
networks. Particularly, if there is one positive node balanced steady state, then all steady
states are node balanced, and if this is so, there is one positive node balanced steady state
in each stoichiometric compatibility class. Furthermore, this steady state is asymptotically
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stable relatively to the class (Theorem 1). Additionally, we give algebraic conditions on the
reaction rate constants for which node balanced steady states exist with respect to a given
reaction graph (Theorem 2). There are as many algebraic relations as the deficiency of the
reaction graph. This also generalizes known results for complex balanced steady states [3].
We define a natural partial order on the set of reaction graphs. The standard graphical
representation of a reaction network, as in (1), is the unique minimal element. Intuitively, a
reaction graph G is smaller than, or included in, another reaction graph G1, G ĺ G1, if G can
be obtained from G1 by collapsing some of the nodes of G1. We will show that if G ĺ G1, then
the deficiency of G is smaller than or equal to that of G1 (Proposition 4). As an example, the
reaction graph in (1) is smaller than that of (2), but their deficiencies are the same.
Horn and Jackson showed that conditions for complex and detailed balanced steady states
could be stated in terms of symmetry conditions on the reaction rates [15]. They also spec-
ulated that perhaps there were other classes of networks for which the steady states fulfilled
similar symmetry conditions. We show that node balanced steady states might indeed be
defined in terms of symmetry conditions, similar to those of Horn and Jackson.
The motivation for this work comes from the desire to build a general unifying framework
for complex and detailed balanced steady states. However, as a consequence of our results, we
are additionally able to state sufficient conditions on the reaction rate constants of a network
such that a part of the network is at steady state whenever the whole system is at steady
state. This is a relevant question in the context of biological modeling, since it is often the
case that only subnetworks of a system are studied. It is therefore natural to wonder whether
the small network is at steady state when the whole network is, and vice versa.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we introduce reaction networks
and reaction graphs, together with basic properties of reaction graphs. In Section 3, we define
node balanced steady states and discuss their properties. After that, in Section 4 and 5, we
discuss the symmetry conditions of Horn and Jackson, and the relationship between a part
and the whole of a reaction network. Finally, in Section 6, we provide proofs of the main
theorems on node balanced steady states.
2 Reaction networks and reaction graphs
We let Rně0 and Rną0 denote the nonnegative and positive orthants of Rn, respectively. If
x P Rną0 (Rně0), then we say that x is positive (nonnegative). Similarly, Zě0 denotes the
nonnegative integers. If v1, . . . , vk P Rn are vectors, then xv1, . . . , vky denotes the linear
subspace generated by the vectors.
2.1 Reaction networks
This section introduces reaction networks and their associated ODE systems [7, 13]. A reaction
network (or simply a network) is a triplet N “ pS, C,Rq where S, C Ď ZSě0 and R Ď CˆC are
finite sets, called respectively the species, complex and reaction set. We implicitly assume
the sets are numbered and let
S “ tX1, . . . , Xnu, C “ ty1, . . . , ymu, and R “ tr1, . . . , rpu,
such that n,m, and p are their respective cardinalities. Hence ZSě0 – Zně0, and a complex can
be identified with a linear combination of species y “ pλ1, . . . , λnq “ řni“1 λiXi. We further
assume that py, yq R R, any y P C is in at least one reaction and any S P S is in at least one
complex. In that case, C and S can be found from R, and N is said to be generated from R.
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An element r “ py, y1q of R is written as r : y Ñ y1 or just y Ñ y1. A reaction y Ñ y1 P R is
reversible if y1 Ñ y P R as well. If this is not the case, then the reaction is irreversible. A pair
of reactions y Ñ y1 and y1 Ñ y is called a reversible reaction pair and denoted by y ÝÝáâÝ y1.
A reaction network is reversible if all reactions of the network are reversible.
The stoichiometric matrix N P Rnˆp is the matrix with j-th column Nj “ y1 ´ y where
rj : y Ñ y1. The columns of N generate the so-called stoichiometric subspace S of Rn. We
define s “ rankpNq “ dimpSq.
We let xi denote the concentration of species Xi. A kinetics v for a reaction network is a
C1-function from Rně0 to Rpě0 such that vpRną0q Ď Rpą0. The j-th coordinate, vj , is called the
rate function of rj . The main example of kinetics is mass-action kinetics, where
vjpxq “ κjxy “ κj
nź
i“1
xλii , for rj : y Ñ y1, and y “ pλ1, . . . , λnq, (5)
and κj ą 0 denotes the reaction rate constant of rj . By convention, 00 “ 1. Whenever the
numbering of R is irrelevant, we write vyÑy1 and κyÑy1 , instead of vj and κj , respectively.
Given a kinetics v, the evolution of the species concentrations over time is modeled by a
system of ODEs,
dx
dt
“ Nvpxq, x P Rně0. (6)
For reasonable kinetics, including mass-action kinetics, the solution of (6) is in the positive
(nonnegative) orthant for all positive times in the interval of definition, if the initial condition
is [20]. Furthermore, the solution is confined to one of the nonnegative polytopes known as
the stoichiometric compatibility classes
Px0 “ px0 ` Sq X Rně0,
where x0 P Rě0 is the initial condition.
The steady states of (6) are the nonnegative solutions to the equation Nvpxq “ 0. For
mass-action kinetics, this equation becomes:ÿ
rj : yÑy1
κjx
ypy1 ´ yq “ 0, x P Rně0. (7)
Example 1 (part A). We use a variant of a reaction network in [15, equation (7.3)] and [9,
Example 2.3] as a ‘running’ example throughout the paper. The set R of reactions consists of
r1 : 3X1 Ñ X1 ` 2X2 r2 : X1 ` 2X2 Ñ 3X2 r3 : 3X2 Ñ 2X1 `X2
r4 : 2X1 `X2 Ñ 3X1 r5 : 3X1 Ñ 3X2 r6 : 3X2 Ñ 3X1,
with C “ t3X1, X1` 2X2, 3X2, 2X1`X2u and S “ tX1, X2u. There is one reversible reaction
pair, r5 and r6, and four irreversible reactions. The stoichiometric matrix is
N “
ˆ ´2 ´1 2 ´1 ´3 3
2 1 ´2 1 3 ´3
˙
,
with rank s “ 1. Thus, the stoichiometric compatibility classes px0 ` xp´1, 1qyq X R2ě0 are
one-dimensional. Mass-action kinetics implies vpxq “ pκ1x31, κ2x1x22, κ3x32, κ4x21x2, κ5x31, κ6x32q.
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2.2 Reaction graphs
In this subsection we introduce novel graphical representations of a reaction network, the main
object of this work.
Definition 1. Let N “ pS, C,Rq be a reaction network. A reaction graph associated with N
is a node labeled digraph G “ pVG, EG, Y q with no isolated nodes, where VG “ t1, . . . ,mGu
and
(i) Y is a surjective labeling of the node set with values in C:
VG
YÝÑ C, such that i ÞÑ Yi,
(ii) Y induces a bijection R between EG and R as follows:
EG
RÝÑ R, such that iÑ j ÞÑ RiÑj “ Yi Ñ Yj .
We say that a reaction graph is weakly reversible if all connected components of G are strongly
connected, that is, there exists a directed path between two nodes, whenever there is a directed
path between the nodes in opposite direction.
In what follows, we generically denote a complex of a network as yi and a label of a node
in a reaction graph as Yi. For a reaction graph G
1, we denote objects related to it with 1. Note
that two nodes can have the same label in C, but each reaction of N corresponds to exactly one
edge of G. For two reaction graphs G,G1 of N , the bijections R,R1 induce a correspondence
R´1 ˝ R1 between EG1 and EG: An edge i1 Ñ j1 of G1 corresponds to the edge i Ñ j of G, if
the two edges map to the same reaction of N .
Any permutation of the node set VG of a reaction graph gives an identical reaction graph,
except for the numbering of the nodes. In the Introduction, ‘reaction graph’ was used in the
sense of ‘up to a numbering of the nodes’ without mentioning it explicitly.
Example 1 (part B). The following digraph and labeling function
1 2
34
Y1 “ 3X1, Y2 “ X1 ` 2X2,
Y3 “ 3X2, Y4 “ 2X1 `X2,
define a reaction graph for the reaction network in Example 1 (part A). This reaction graph is
weakly reversible. In general we draw the node labels next to the nodes and add labels (rj)
to the edges, as in the digraph G1 of Figure 1. The edge labels are redundant information,
because the bijection R of a reaction graph pVG, EG, Y q is explicitly determined. However, it
makes comparison between reaction graphs easier.
Figure 1 shows seven reaction graphs for the reaction network in Example 1 (part A) that
will be used to illustrate results. The reaction graphs except for G5, G6 and G7 are weakly
reversible.
The following definition names some special reaction graphs. Recall that we assume that
numberings of the reaction and complex sets are given.
5
G1
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
r2
3, 3X2r3
4, 2X1 +X2
r4
r
5
r
6
G2
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
r2
3, 3X2
r3
4, 2X1 +X2
r5
5, 3X1
r
4
r
6
G3
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
r2
3, 3X2
r
6
5, 3X1
r4
4, 2X1 +X2 r3
6, 3X2
r
5
G4 1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
r2
3, 3X2r3
4, 2X1 +X2
r6
r5
5, 3X1
r4
G5
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
r2
3, 3X2
r3
4, 2X1 +X2
r4
5, 3X1
r5
6, 3X1
r
6
7, 3X1
G6
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
3, X1 + 2X2
r2
4, 3X2
5, 3X2
r3
6, 2X1 +X2
7, 2X1 +X2
r4
8, 3X1
9, 3X1
r5r6
10, 3X2
G7
1, 3X1
r1
2, X1 + 2X2
3, X1 + 2X2
r2
4, 3X2
5, 3X2
r3
6, 2X1 +X2
7, 2X1 +X2
r4
8, 3X1
9, 3X1
r5
10, 3X2
11, 3X1
r6
12, 3X2
Figure 1: Reaction graphs for the network in Example 1 (part A). Reaction labels rj are added
for convenience.
Definition 2. Let N “ pS, C,Rq be a reaction network.
• A complex reaction graph G is a reaction graph with m nodes such that the labeling Y
is a bijection between VG and C. The canonical complex reaction graph fulfills
Yj “ yj , j “ 1, . . . ,m.
• A detailed reaction graph is a reaction graph with one connected component per re-
versible reaction pair and one per irreversible reaction.
• A split reaction graph is a reaction graph with 2p nodes and one connected component
per reaction. The canonical split reaction graph fulfills
Y2j´1 “ y, Y2j “ y1, if rj : y Ñ y1, for all j “ 1, . . . , p.
• We say that N is weakly reversible if any complex reaction graph is weakly reversible.
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Example 1 (part C). Consider the reaction graphs in Figure 1. The reaction graph G1 is a
complex reaction graph, G6 is a detailed reaction graph and G7 is a split reaction graph (in
fact, the canonical split reaction graph). The network is weakly reversible.
Intuitively, any reaction graph G is obtained by collapsing or joining nodes of a split
reaction graph with the same labels. Oppositely, we can view a reaction graph as a graph
where some nodes of a complex reaction graph are duplicated. Only nodes that are source or
target nodes of multiple edges can be duplicated. For example, if node 1 of the reaction graph
G1 in Figure 1 is duplicated, then the reaction graphs G4 and G2 are obtained. Collapsing the
node pairs p9, 11q, and p10, 12q of the split reaction graph G7 yields G6. Node duplication does
not determine the reaction graph uniquely. In contrast, by collapsing node pairs the reaction
graph is uniquely determined. This is formalized in the next subsection.
2.3 Morphisms of reaction graphs and a partial order
In this subsection we consider the family of reaction graphs associated with a reaction network
N and show that the set of equivalence classes of reaction graphs forms a lattice.
Definition 3. Let G,G1 be two reaction graphs associated with a reaction network N and
let Y, Y 1 be their labeling functions, respectively. A morphism of reaction graphs from G to
G1 is a map between the node sets
ϕ : VG Ñ VG1 ,
such that
(i) ϕpiq Ñ ϕpjq is an edge of G1 if iÑ j is an edge of G.
(ii) Y 1ϕpiq “ Yi for all i “ 1, . . . ,mG (equivalently, Y “ Y 1 ˝ ϕ).
An isomorphism of reaction graphs is a morphism that has an inverse morphism. It is simply
a permutation of the nodes of the graph.
By definition, a morphism of reaction graphs is in particular a digraph morphism. Iso-
morphism of reaction graphs is an equivalence relation, which allows us to speak about the
equivalence class rGs of a reaction graph G. In this sense, two reaction graphs are equivalent if
they are isomorphic. The complex reaction graphs form an equivalence class Gc and the split
reaction graphs form another class Gsp, with representatives given by the canonical reaction
graphs. In the same way, the detailed reaction graphs also form an equivalence class. An
equivalence class of reaction graphs can be depicted by omitting the numbering of the node
set, as we did in (1) and (2) in the Introduction. We will use this representation in some
examples to introduce an equivalence class without specifying a representative.
Lemma 1. Any morphism of reaction graphs ϕ : VG Ñ VG1 is surjective.
Proof. Definition 3 implies that RiÑj “ Yi Ñ Yj “ Y 1ϕpiq Ñ Y 1ϕpjq “ R1ϕpiqÑϕpjq. Therefore,
pR1q´1 ˝ Rpi Ñ jq “ ϕpiq Ñ ϕpjq. Since pR1q´1 ˝ R is a bijection between EG and EG1 and
reaction graphs have no isolated nodes, all nodes of G1 are in the image of ϕ, that is, ϕ is
surjective.
Let Gsp “ pVsp, Esp, Yspq denote the canonical split reaction graph.
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Definition 4. A partition P of VGsp “ t1, . . . , 2pu is called admissible if
Ysp,i “ Ysp,j for all i, j in the same subset P P P.
Given an admissible partition P “ tP1, . . . , Pqu, the associated reaction graphGP “ pVP , EP , YPq
is defined as
VP “ t1, . . . , qu, pso, mGP “ qq,
EP “ tk Ñ k1 | iÑ j P EGsp , i P Pk, j P Pk1u,
pYPqk “ Ysp,i if i P Pk.
Note that the associated reaction graph depends on the numbering of the sets in the
partition, which we implicitly give when writing P “ tP1, . . . , Pqu. The map YP is well
defined because the partition is admissible. Moreover, EP is in one-to-one correspondence
with R because an edge k Ñ k1 arises from a unique choice of i, j. Otherwise, there would be
two edges in Gsp corresponding to the same reaction, since the partition is admissible.
Lemma 2. (i) For any reaction graph G there exists an admissible partition P “ tP1, . . . , Pqu
with q “ mG elements, such that G “ GP .
(ii) Two reaction graphs G,G1 with respective admissible partitions P “ tP1, . . . , Pqu, P 1 “
tP 11, . . . , P 1q1u, as in (i), are equivalent if and only if P “ P 1.
Proof. (i) We construct the partition P, such that there is one set Pk for each node k P VG.
For each edge i1 Ñ j1 of Gsp, let i Ñ j be the edge of G corresponding to the same reaction.
Then by definition i1 P Pi and j1 P Pj . Each node of Gsp is the source or target of exactly
one edge. Therefore, all nodes are assigned a unique set Pk, and each set Pk has at least one
element. Thus P1, . . . , PmG is a numbered partition of t1, . . . , 2pu, which further is admissible.
It is straightforward to check that G “ GP .
(ii) Consider admissible partitions P,P 1 and numberings of the subsets of the partitions
such that G “ GP and G1 “ GP 1 . The isomorphism between G and G1 translates into a
permutation of the numbering of the subsets of the partitions, and thus P “ P 1.
We conclude from Lemma 2 that an equivalence class of reaction graphs can be identified
with an admissible partition P of the set t1, . . . , 2pu. This class is denoted by GP . Using this,
we can define a partial order on the set of equivalence classes.
Definition 5. Let P and P 1 be two admissible partitions. We say that P is a refinement of
P 1, and write P ď P 1, if for each P P P there exists P 1 P P 1 such that P Ď P 1.
Given two equivalence classes GP ,GP 1 , we define GP 1 ĺ GP if P ď P 1.
If rG1s ĺ rGs, then we write G1 ĺ G for convenience. We say that G1 is included in G, or
that G includes G1. Note that the objects are reversed in rG1s ĺ rGs and P ď P 1.
The admissible partition for Gsp has 2p subset each with one element: tiu, for i “ 1, . . . , 2p.
The admissible partition Pc defining Gc has m elements, one for each complex:
Pc,y “
 
j P t1, . . . , 2pu | Ysp,j “ y
(
, y P C.
Any admissible partition is a refinement of Pc, and hence an admissible partition is a union
of partitions, one for each subset of Pc. Further, the partition for the split reaction graphs is
a refinement of any other admissible partition. Hence, for any reaction graph G, it holds
Gc ĺ rGs ĺ Gsp. (8)
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The set of admissible partitions inherits a lattice structure from the lattice structure of
the set of partitions in general. Recall that a lattice is a set with a partial order such that
any pair of elements has an infimum and a supremum [12]. An admissible partition P defines
an equivalence relation over t1, . . . , 2pu by letting i „P j if i, j P P for some P P P. The
union P _ P 1 is the partition such that i „P_P j if and only if there exists a sequence
i “ i0, i1, . . . , ik´1, ik “ j such that either i`´1 „P i` or i`´1 „P 1 i` for all ` “ 1, . . . , k.
Similarly, the intersection P ^ P 1 is the partition such that i „P^P 1 j if and only if i „P j
and i „P 1 j. It is straightforward to show that P _ P 1 and P ^ P 1 are both admissible.
Further, if P ď P 1, then there exists a (possibly non-unique) sequence of admissible par-
titions P “ P0 ď P1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Pk “ P 1, such that at each step precisely two subsets of the
partition are joined (cf. [12, Lemma 1 and Lemma 403]). This constitutes the proof of the
following proposition.
Proposition 1. (i) The set of equivalence classes of reaction graphs with the partial order
ĺ is a finite lattice with maximal element Gsp and minimal element Gc. Further, the
infimum and supremum of two classes GP ,GP 1 are respectively
GP ^ GP 1 “ GP_P 1 , GP _ GP 1 “ GP^P 1 .
(ii) Let G,G1 be reaction graphs associated with a reaction network. Assume k “ mG ´
mG1 ą 0. Then G1 ĺ G if and only if there exists a sequence of k ´ 1 reaction graphs
G1 “ G0 ĺ G1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ Gk´1 ĺ Gk “ G such that
mGi “ mGi´1 ` 1, i “ 1, . . . , k.
Note that given two weakly reversible reaction graphs G,G1, their infimum G^G1 is also
weakly reversible (cf. Proposition 2(iv)), but this is not necessarily the case for the supremum
G_G1 as the next example will show.
Example 1 (part D). Table 1 shows the admissible partitions for the reaction graphs in
Figure 1. Since P5 is a refinement of P4, we have rG4s ĺ rG5s. Further, P2 ^ P4 “ P5 and
P2 _ P4 “ P1. It follows that rG2s ^ rG4s “ GP2_P4 is the equivalence class of the complex
reaction graphs class with representativeG1, and similarly rG2s_rG4s “ GP2^P4 “ rG5s. While
G2 and G4 are weakly reversible, G5 is not. Following Proposition 1(ii), the inclusion G1 ĺ G3
can be broken down into two sequences of inclusions G1 ĺ G2 ĺ G3 and G1 ĺ G12 ĺ G3, with
G12 “ GP and P “
 t1, 8, 9, 11u, t2, 3u, t4, 12u, t6, 7u, t5, 10u(.
We conclude the section with an alternative description of the partial order.
Lemma 3. G1 ĺ G if and only if there exists a morphism of reaction graphs ϕ : VG Ñ VG1.
Proof. Let P “ tP1, . . . , PmGu and P 1 “ tP 11, . . . , P 1mG1 u be the admissible partitions such that
G “ GP and G1 “ GP 1 . Since G1 ĺ G, we have P ď P 1. For each i P VG, let ϕpiq P V 1G be the
index such that Pi Ď Pϕpiq. Since the partitions are admissible, then
Yi “ pYPqi “ Ysp,k “ pYP 1qϕpiq “ Y 1ϕpiq, for all k P Pi Ď P 1ϕpiq.
Further, if iÑ j P EG “ EP , then by definition there exist i1 P Pi and j1 P Pj such that i1 Ñ j1
is an edge of Gsp. Since also i
1 P P 1ϕpiq and j1 P P 1ϕpjq, it follows that ϕpiq Ñ ϕpjq P EP 1 “ EG1 .
By Definition 3, ϕ is a morphism of reaction graphs.
For the reverse implication, let i P VG and k P Pi. Since ϕ is a morphism and G “ GP it
holds pYP 1qϕpiq “ pYPqi “ Ysp,k. Hence k P P 1ϕpiq. This shows Pi Ď P 1ϕpiq and thus P ď P 1 as
desired.
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i Pi such that Gi “ GPi δGi
1
 {1,8,9,11}, {2,3}, {4,5,10,12}, {6,7} ( 2
2
 {1,11}, {2,3}, {4,5,10,12}, {6,7},{8,9} ( 3
3
 {1,11}, {2,3}, {4,12}, {6,7},{8,9},{5,10} ( 3
4
 {1,8}, {2,3}, {4,5,10,12}, {6,7},{9,11} ( 3
5
 {1}, {2,3}, {4,5,10,12}, {6,7},{8},{9},{11} ( 5
6
 {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9,11}, {10,12} ( 4
7
 {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10}, {11}, {12} ( 5
Table 1: Partitions defining the reaction graphs in Figure 1 and their deficiencies.
The morphism ϕ associated with an inclusion G1 ĺ G identifies the nodes of G that are
joined to form G1, or, in terms of partitions, the subsets of the partition defining G that are
joined to form the partition defining G1. By Lemma 3, two reaction graphs G and G1 are
isomorphic if and only if G ĺ G1 and G1 ĺ G, which is consistent with Lemma 2.
Example 1 (part E). For the inclusion G4 ĺ G5 in Figure 1, the map ϕ : VG5 Ñ VG4 is
ϕp1q “ ϕp5q “ 1, ϕp2q “ 2, ϕp3q “ 3, ϕp4q “ 4, ϕp6q “ ϕp7q “ 5.
2.4 Incidence matrix and weak reversibility
Given a reaction graph G with labeling Y , we consider the matrix Y P RnˆmG , called the
labeling matrix, with j-th column being the vector Yj (the same notation is used as for the
labeling function, since both objects convey the same information).
We define a numbering on the edge set EG by means of the bijection R and the numbering
of R. The incidence matrix CG of the reaction graph G is the mG ˆ p matrix with nonzero
entries defined by pCGqk1j “ ´1, pCGqk2j “ 1, if the j-th edge is k1 Ñ k2. Each column of
CG has only two non-zero entries and the column sums are zero. The rank of the incidence
matrix is mG ´ `G, where `G is the number of connected components of G [1, Prop. 4.3].
Proposition 2. Let G be a reaction graph associated with a reaction network N . Then, the
following holds:
(i) N “ Y CG.
(ii) The kernel of CG contains a positive vector if and only if G is weakly reversible.
Assume G,G1 are two reaction graphs associated with N such that G1 ĺ G. Then, we have
(iii) There exists an pmG1 ˆmGq-matrix B such that CG1 “ BCG.
(iv) If G is weakly reversible, then so is G1.
Proof. (i) The j-th column of N is y1 ´ y if rj : y Ñ y1. If k2 Ñ k1 is the j-th edge of G, then
the j-th column of Y CG is the vector Yk2 ´ Yk1 . Since rj “ Rk2Ñk1 , we have Yk2 “ y and
Yk1 “ y1, proving (i).
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(ii) This is well known. For instance, use that the elementary cycles are the minimal
generators of the polyhedral cone kerpCGq X Rpě0 [11, Prop. 4] and that a digraph is weakly
reversible if and only if each edge is part of an elementary cycle. See also [10, Remark 6.1.1]
or [18, Lemma 3.3].
(iii) Let VG
ϕÝÑ VG1 be the surjective map from Lemma 1. Let B P RmG1ˆmG such that the
pϕpiq, iq-th entry is 1, for i “ 1, . . . ,mG, and the rest of the entries are zero. If the j-th edge
of G is k1 Ñ k2, then the nonzero entries of the j-th column of BCG are ´1 at row ϕpk1q and
1 at row ϕpk2q. Thus BCG “ CG1 .
(iv) Follows from (ii) and (iii).
2.5 Deficiency
The deficiency of a reaction network is an important characteristic in the study of steady
states and their properties [2, 3, 5, 8, 19]. Here, we extend the classical definition of deficiency
to an arbitrary reaction graph.
Definition 6. Let G be a reaction graph associated with a reaction networkN . The deficiency
of G is the number
δG “ mG ´ `G ´ s,
where mG is the number of nodes of G, `G is the number of connected components of G and
s the rank of the stoichiometric subspace of N .
The deficiency of a reaction graph depends only on the equivalence class of the reaction
graph. Hence it makes sense to talk about the deficiency of an equivalence class G, which we
denote by δG . We have δrGs “ δG. In particular, we refer to the deficiency of N as the the
deficiency of the equivalence class Gc of the complex reaction graphs (in accordance with [5]).
The deficiencies of the reaction graphs in Figure 1 are given in Table 1, using that s “ 1.
Example 2. A split reaction graph has 2p nodes and p connected components. Thus the
deficiency of the split equivalence class Gsp is δGsp “ 2p´ p´ s “ p´ s.
Given a reversible network with p “ 2q reactions, then any detailed reaction graph has p
nodes and q connected components. Thus the deficiency of the detailed equivalence class is
δ “ p´ q ´ s “ q ´ s.
The deficiency of a reaction graph is a non-negative number, as we show below. For a
given order G1, . . . , G`G of the connected components of G, define the linear map ΨG by
ΨG : RmG Ñ Rn``G with ΨGpxq “
¨˝
Y x,
ÿ
iPG1
xi, . . . ,
ÿ
iPG`G
xi‚˛, (9)
where Y x defines the first n coordinates of ΨGpxq. The following proposition is well known in
the context of complex balanced steady states [3, 15]. We will use the result in Section 3.
Proposition 3. For a reaction graph G with labeling function Y , the following equalities hold:
ker ΨG “ kerY X imCG, δG “ dimpkerY X imCGq “ dim ker ΨG.
Proof. To prove the first equality, let ei be the i-th unit vector of RmG . For all j P t1, . . . , `Gu,
we have ωj :“ řiPGj ei P pimCGqK. This gives `G linearly independent vectors in pimCGqK.
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Using that the rank of CG is mG´`G, we conclude that ω1, . . . , ω`G form a basis of pimCGqK. It
follows that x P imCG if and only if ωj ¨x “ 0 for all j P t1, . . . , `Gu. Further, ωj ¨x “ řiPGj xi.
Using this, we have x P kerY X imCG if and only if Y x “ 0 and ωj ¨ x “ 0, which is
equivalent to ΨGpxq “ 0. This concludes the proof of the first equality.
Consider now the linear map ψ : kerN Ñ RmG defined by w ÞÑ CGw on kerN Ď Rp. Since
kerCG Ď kerN by Proposition 2(i), we have kerψ “ kerCG. On the other hand,
imψ “ tCGw | w P Rp, Nw “ 0u “ tCGw | w P Rp, Y CGw “ 0u “ kerY X imCG.
By the first isomorphism theorem, kerN{ kerCG – kerY X imCG. Using that kerCG has
dimension p´mG ` `G, we have
dimpkerY X imCGq “ dim kerN ´ dim kerCG “ p´ s´ pp´mG ` `Gq “ mG ´ `G ´ s “ δG
which concludes the proof of the second equality.
The deficiency behaves surprisingly nice in connection with inclusion of reaction graphs.
In particular, it is possible to iteratively compute the deficiency of any reaction graph from
the split reaction graph. This will be further exploited in the coming section in relation to
node balanced steady states.
Proposition 4. Assume G1 ĺ G for two reaction graphs associated with a reaction network
N and let ϕ : VG Ñ VG1 be the morphism defining the inclusion, cf. Lemma 3.
(i) Assume that mG “ mG1 ` 1 and let i1, i2 be the only two nodes of G such that ϕpi1q “
ϕpi2q. If i1, i2 belong to the same connected component of G, then δG1 “ δG ´ 1 and
there is an undirected cycle through ϕpi1q “ ϕpi2q in G1, which is not in G. Otherwise,
δG1 “ δG.
(ii) δG1 ď δG.
(iii) If ∆ “ δG ´ δG1 ą 0, then there exists a sequence of ∆ ` 1 reaction graphs G1 “ G0 ĺ
G1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ G∆´1 ĺ G∆ “ G such that
δGi “ δGi´1 ` 1, i “ 1, . . . ,∆.
Proof. (i) Using that mG “ mG1 ` 1, we have that
δG ´ δG1 “ mG1 ` 1´ `G ´ s´ pmG1 ´ `G1 ´ sq “ `G1 ´ `G ` 1.
Let G1, G2 be the connected components of G containing i1, i2 respectively. Outside G1 and
G2, the morphism ϕ is a permutation of the nodes, while G1 and G2 are mapped to the
connected component of G1 containing ϕpi1q “ ϕpi2q. Thus, if G1 “ G2, `G “ `G1 , while if
G1 ‰ G2, then `G1 “ `G ´ 1. This gives the stated relation between δG and δG1 .
Furthermore, consider an undirected path without repeated nodes between i1 and i2 in G.
The image by ϕ of this path is a path of G1, with end points ϕpi1q “ ϕpi2q. Thus there is an
undirected cycle in G1. There are no repeated nodes since ϕ is one-to-one on VGzti1, i2u.
(ii) and (iii) follow from (i) and Proposition 1.
The above results have some interesting consequences. Assume G1 ĺ G. If G,G1 have
exactly the same cycles (given the correspondence of edges between the two graphs), then
their deficiency is the same by Proposition 4(i). Further, the deficiency of G1 can be computed
iteratively from that of G by joining pairs of nodes, one at a time, and checking whether two
connected components merge or not.
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Example 1 (part F). Consider the inclusion G1 ĺ G2 ĺ G3 and the deficiencies given in
Table 1. The inclusion G2 ĺ G3 is obtained by joining the nodes 3, 6, which changes the
number of connected components. Thus, δG2 “ δG3 “ 3. For the inclusion G1 ĺ G2 one joins
the nodes 1, 5, which does not alter the number of connected components and a new cycle is
created in G1, namely 1 ÝÝáâÝ 3. The deficiency is reduced by one, hence δG1 “ δG2 ´ 1 “ 2.
3 Node balanced steady states
In this section we introduce node balanced steady states for a given reaction graph, and show
that complex and detailed balanced steady states, two well-studied classes of steady states,
are examples of node balanced steady states. We use the partial order on the equivalence
classes of reaction graphs to deduce further properties of node balanced steady states.
3.1 Definition and first properties
Definition 7. Let N be a reaction network, G “ pVG, EG, Y q an associated reaction graph
and v a kinetics. A node balanced steady state of N with respect to G is a solution to the
equation
CG vpxq “ 0, x P Rně0.
Equivalently, x˚ P Rně0 is a node balanced steady state if for all nodes i of CG it holdsÿ
jPVG|iÑjPEG
vYiÑYj px˚q “
ÿ
jPVG|jÑiPEG
vYjÑYipx˚q, (10)
where vYiÑYj is the rate function of the reaction Yi Ñ Yj .
By Proposition 2(i), any node balanced steady state is also a steady state of the network.
Further, a direct consequence of Proposition 2 is the following result.
Proposition 5. Let N be a reaction network with a kinetics v and let G1 ĺ G be two associated
reaction graphs.
(i) If there exists a positive node balanced steady state with respect to G, then G is weakly
reversible.
(ii) Any node balanced steady state of N with respect to G is also a node balanced steady
state with respect to G1.
By Proposition 5(ii), a node balanced steady state with respect to G is a node balanced
steady state with respect to any reaction graph equivalent to G. Thus, we may equivalently
refer to a node balance steady state with respect to an equivalence class of reaction graphs
or to a particular reaction graph in that class. Further, a complex balanced steady state is a
node balanced steady state with respect to the equivalence class of complex reaction graphs,
and similarly, a detailed balanced steady state is a node balanced steady state with respect to
the equivalence class of detailed reaction graphs.
By Proposition 5(ii) and equation (8), any node balanced steady state of N is also a
complex balanced steady state and we recover the well-known fact that detailed balanced
steady states are complex balanced steady states. In fact, more is true. We will show in
Corollary 1 that if G1 ĺ G and δG1 “ δG, then the reverse implication of Proposition 5(ii)
holds for mass-action kinetics. That is, both reaction graphs give rise to the same set of node
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balanced steady states, and there exist node balanced steady states for the same set of reaction
rate constants.
Since a split reaction graph is never weakly reversible, there cannot be positive node
balanced steady states with respect to this graph. Similarly, if a reaction network contains
irreversible reactions, then there are no positive detailed balanced steady states with respect
to the detailed reaction graph.
Example 1 (part G). Consider the reaction graphs G2, G3 in Figure 1 and mass-action ki-
netics. Focusing on the node 3 with label 3X2, a positive node balanced steady state with
respect to G2 fulfils
κ2x1x
2
2 ` κ5x31 “ κ6x32 ` κ3x32. (11)
For nodes 3 and 6, both with label 3X2, a positive node balanced steady state with respect
to G3 fulfills
κ2x1x
2
2 “ κ6x32, and κ5x31 “ κ3x32. (12)
If these equations hold, then so does (11). The equations for the other nodes are the same for
both G2 and G3. Therefore a node balanced steady state with respect to G3 is also a node
balanced steady state with respect to G2. We knew this already from Proposition 5 since
G2 ĺ G3. The reverse statement is also true in this case. It follows from the fact that the
deficiencies of the two reaction graphs agree. The proof will be given below.
3.2 Main results
In this section we only consider reaction networks with mass-action kinetics and weakly re-
versible reaction graphs. Given a network N , an associated reaction graph G and a vector
κ P Rpą0, we say that pN , G, κq is node balanced if there exists a positive node balanced steady
state of N with respect to G for mass-action kinetics with reaction rate constants κ. The
proofs of the three theorems below are given in Section 6.
The first theorem is akin to Theorem 6A of [15].
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness and asymptotic stability). Assume N is a reaction network
with mass-action kinetics with reaction rate constants κ P Rpą0, and let G be a weakly reversible
reaction graph. If pN , G, κq is node balanced, then any positive steady state of N is node
balanced with respect to G. Furthermore, there is one such steady state in each stoichiometric
compatibility class and it is locally asymptotically stable relatively to the class.
The next main result tells us that there are δG equations in κ P Rpą0 that determine
whether pN , G, κq is node balanced or not. The link between deficiency and the existence of
complex balanced steady states was first explored by Horn and Feinberg [6, 14] (see also [8],
and [4, 9] concerning detailed balancing). We follow the approach of [3] for complex balanced
steady states, which applies to general reaction graphs.
For a node i P VG, let ΘG,i be the set of spanning trees of the connected component i
belongs to, rooted at i (that is, i is the only node with no outgoing edge). Given such a tree
τ , let κτ be the product of the reaction rate constants corresponding to the edges of τ . Define
KG,i “
ÿ
τPΘG,i
κτ and KG “ pKG,1, . . . ,KG,mGq. (13)
The following theorem is a consequence of [3, Theorem 9], adapted to our setting. Recall
that the kernel of the map ΨG given in (9) has dimension δG (Proposition 3).
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Theorem 2 (Existence of node balanced steady states). Let N be a reaction network,
κ P Rpą0, and G an associated weakly reversible reaction graph. Let u1, . . . , uδG P ZmG be a
basis of ker ΨG. Then the following holds.
(i) pN , G, κq is node balanced if and only if
pKGqui “
mGź
j“1
K
uij
G,j “ 1, for all i “ 1, . . . , δG.
(ii) x P Rną0 is a node balanced steady state of N with respect to G if and only if
KG,ix
Yi ´KG,jxYj “ 0 for all pi, jq P EG.
By Theorem 2(i), there are δG relations in the reaction rate constants for which pN , G, κq
is node balanced. In fact, more is true. As proven in [3] for complex balanced steady states,
these δG equations imply that the set of reaction rate constants κ P Rpą0 for which a positive
node balanced steady state exists forms a positive variety of codimension δG in Rpą0. The
conditions given in (i) for complex balanced or detailed balanced steady states are equivalent
to the conditions given in Proposition 1 and 4 of [4].
The next result tells us how to obtain the relations in Theorem 2(i) from the relations for
complex balanced steady states.
Theorem 3 (Node balancing and inclusion of reaction graphs). Let G1, G be two
weakly reversible reaction graphs such that G1 ĺ G and mG “ mG1 ` 1. Further, consider the
associated morphism ϕ : GÑ G1 in Lemma 3, and let i1, i2 be the only pair of nodes of G such
that ϕpi1q “ ϕpi2q “ k with k P VG1. Let κ P Rpą0.
(i) If i1, i2 do not belong to the same connected component of G, then pN , G, κq is node
balanced if and only if pN , G1, κq is.
(ii) If i1, i2 belong to the same connected component of G, then pN , G, κq is node balanced if
and only if pN , G1, κq is node balanced and further KG,i1 “ KG,i2.
We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let G1 ĺ G be two weakly reversible reaction graphs associated with a reaction
network. Assume mass-action kinetics with κ P Rpą0.
(i) If δG “ δG1, then x˚ is a positive node balanced steady state with respect to G1 if and
only if it is a positive node balanced steady state with respect to G.
(ii) Any set of δG1 equations in κ for the existence of positive node balanced steady states
with respect to G1 (as in Theorem 2) can be extended to a set of equations in κ for the
existence of positive node balanced steady states with respect to G by adding δG ´ δG1
equations.
Proof. (i) The reverse implication is Proposition 5(ii). If x˚ is a positive node balanced steady
state with respect to G1, then by Theorem 3(i) and Proposition 4(i), pN , G, κq is also node
balanced. By Theorem 1, this means that all positive steady states of N with reaction rate
constants κ are node balanced with respect to G, thus in particular x˚ is.
(ii) It follows from Theorem 3(ii) and Proposition 4(iii).
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As a consequence of Corollary 1 and Proposition 4(i), we recover the following well-known
result relating complex and detailed balanced steady states [4, 9]. Assume the network is
reversible. If a complex reaction graph has no simple cycles (that is, with no repeated nodes)
other than those given by pairs of reversible reactions, then a steady state is complex balanced
if and only if it is detailed balanced.
By letting G1 be a complex reaction graph in Corollary 1(ii), we conclude that the equations
for the existence of positive complex balanced steady states can be extended to equations for
the existence of positive node balanced steady states for any weakly reversible reaction graph.
The extra conditions, obtained by applying Theorem 3(ii) iteratively in conjunction with
Proposition 4, generalize the so-called cycle conditions [9], or formal balancing conditions [4],
that relate conditions for the existence of complex and detailed balancing steady states.
If δG “ δG1 but neither G ĺ G1 nor G1 ĺ G, all possibilities might occur. The sets of
reaction rate constants κ P Rpą0 for which pN , G, κq and pN , G1, κq are node balanced can be
disjoint, have a proper intersection or coincide. Instances of the first two cases are given in
Example 1 (part I) and Example 4 below. For what concerns the latter, we have the following
corollary, which is a consequence of Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. Let G,G1 be two weakly reversible reaction graphs with the same deficiency
δG “ δG1. If either of the following conditions are fulfilled,
(i) δG “ δrGs^rG1s.
(ii) rGs _ rG1s is weakly reversible and δG “ δrGs_rG1s,
then pN , G, κq is node balanced if and only if pN , G1, κq is.
Example 3. Consider a reaction network with reactions X1 ÝÝáâÝ X2, X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3 and
X3 ÝÝáâÝ X4, and the following associated equivalence classes of reaction graphs (shown without
the numbering of the nodes).
G1: X1 ÝÝáâÝ X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3 ÝÝáâÝ X4
G2: X1 ÝÝáâÝ X2 X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3 ÝÝáâÝ X4
G3: X1 ÝÝáâÝ X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3 X3 ÝÝáâÝ X4
G4: X1 ÝÝáâÝ X2 X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3 X3 ÝÝáâÝ X4
Neither G2 ĺ G3 nor G3 ĺ G2. Moreover, G2 ^ G3 “ G1, G2 _ G3 “ G4, and the reaction graphs
in these classes have all the same deficiency. Hence, by Corollary 2, the sets of reaction rate
constants for which N admits positive node balanced steady states with respect to any of the
above equivalence classes coincide.
Finding KG. We conclude this section by expanding on how to find the relations in Theo-
rem 2(i) in practice and with further examples. Let G1, . . . , G`G be the connected components
of a weakly reversible reaction graph G. To determine the kernel of ΨG, we consider the
associated pn ` `Gq ˆ mG Cayley matrix AG [3]. It is a block matrix with upper block Y
(n ˆmG) and lower block (`G ˆmG), where the i-th row has 1 in entry j if node j belongs
to component Gi, and otherwise is zero. Since AG is an integer matrix, then kerpΨGq has a
basis with integer entries as well.
The form of KG,i is a consequence of the Matrix-Tree Theorem [21, 22]. Specifically, let
Lκ P RmGˆmG be the Laplacian of G with off-diagonal pk, jq-th entry equal to κ`, if j Ñ k P EG
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and the edge corresponds to the reaction r`, and zero otherwise. Let L
1
κ be the submatrix of
Lκ obtained by selecting the rows and columns with indices in the node set of the connected
component G1 of G that contains node i. Let pL1κqpiq denote the minor corresponding to the
submatrix obtained from L1κ by removing the i-th column and the last row. Then
KG,i “ p´1qipL1κqpiq. (14)
In fact p´1qipL1κqpiq also agrees with p´1qm1`1`i`j times the minor obtained from L1κ by
removing the i-th column and the j-th row, where m1 is the number of nodes of G1.
In practice, this is often the way to find KG, rather than finding the trees. However, the
description of KG in terms of trees is a useful interpretation of KG.
Example 1 (part H). The reaction graph G4 in Figure 1 has one connected component. The
map ΨG has matrix
AG “
¨˝
3 1 0 2 3
0 2 3 1 0
1 1 1 1 1
‚˛ P Z3ˆ5.
The first two rows of AG are the column vectors encoded by the labels (complexes) of the
nodes of the graph. Since δG “ 3, we find three linearly independent vectors in the kernel with
integer entries, u1 “ p´1, 0, 0, 0, 1q, u2 “ p´1,´1, 0, 2, 0q, u3 “ p1,´3, 2, 0, 0q. Furthermore, we
have KG “
`
κ2κ3κ4κ5, κ1κ3κ4κ5, κ1κ2κ4κ5, κ1κ2κ3κ5, κ1κ2κ4κ6
˘
. By Theorem 2, pN , G, κq
is node balanced if and only if
K´1G,1KG,5 “ 1, K´1G,1K´1G,2K2G,4 “ 1, KG,1K´3G,2K2G,3 “ 1.
This reduces to three algebraic relations
κ1κ6 “ κ3κ5, κ1κ2 “ κ24, κ1κ23 “ κ32. (15)
We find analogously relations for positive node balanced steady states with respect to the
complex balanced reaction graph G1,
pκ1 ` κ5q2κ32 “ pκ3 ` κ6q2κ31, κ2κ23pκ1 ` κ5q2 “ pκ3 ` κ6q2κ24κ1 (16)
The relation KG4,1 “ KG4,5 is κ3κ5 “ κ1κ6. By isolating κ6 from this equation and inserting
it into (16), we obtain after simplification the set of equations in (15), in accordance with
Theorem 3(ii).
Example 1 (part I). Since G2 ĺ G3 and the reaction graphs have the same deficiency (Ta-
ble 1), it follows from Corollary 1, that a steady state is node balanced with respect to G2 if
and only if it is with respect to G3. This implies that equation (12) and (11) have the same
solutions. Similarly, a positive steady state is node balanced with respect to G5 if and only if
it is with respect to G4. In this example, G2 ĺ G3 and G4 ĺ G5.
The reaction graphs G2 and G4 which are not related by inclusion, have deficiency 3.
However, the values of κ for which positive node balanced steady states exist differ. As in
Example 1 (part H), we find the relations for G2 (identical to those for G3)
κ1κ3 “ κ5κ6, κ1κ2κ23 “ κ24κ26, κ32 “ κ1κ26. (17)
These equations and the equations for G4 in equation (15) in Example 1 (part H) define differ-
ent sets with non-empty intersection. For example, κ “ p1, . . . , 1q fulfils both (15) and (17),
but κ “ p1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2q fulfils only (15). Note however that the matrix AG is the same for both
reaction graphs.
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Figure 2: Reaction graphs for the network in Example 4.
Example 4. Consider a reaction network with reactionsX1 ÝÝáâÝ X2, X2 ÝÝáâÝ X3, X1 ÝÝáâÝ X3
and X2 Ñ X4 Ñ X3, and the associated reaction graphs, depicted in Figure 2.
We have δG1 “ δG2 “ 1, but neither G1 ĺ G2 nor G2 ĺ G1. If x˚ were a positive node
balanced steady state with respect to both G1 and G2, it would follow from (10), applied
to node 2, that vX2ÑX3px˚q “ 0, which contradicts that vpxq P Rpą0. Hence pN , G1, κq and
pN , G2, κq cannot be node balanced for the same choice of reaction rate constants.
A different route to reach the same conclusion consists in finding the set of reaction rate
constants κ for which pN , G1, κq and pN , G2, κq are node balanced. The complex balanced
reaction graph associated with the network has deficiency zero and thusN is complex balanced
for all κ. A complex balanced reaction graph can be obtained from either reaction graph, G1
or G2, by joining the nodes 2 and 4. In view of Theorem 3(ii), it is enough to find the label
of the trees rooted at 2 and 4 for each reaction graph. We obtain that pN , G1, κq is node
balanced if and only if
KG1,2 “ KG1,4 ðñ κ1κ3κ7κ8 “ κ1κ5κ6κ8 ` κ4κ5κ6κ8 ` κ2κ4κ6κ8
ðñ κ1κ3κ7 “ κ1κ5κ6 ` κ4κ5κ6 ` κ2κ4κ6. (18)
Similarly, pN , G2, κq is node balanced if and only if
KG2,2 “ KG2,4 ðñ κ1κ3κ7κ8 ` κ1κ3κ5κ8 “ κ2κ4κ6κ8
ðñ κ1κ3κ7 ` κ1κ3κ5 “ κ2κ4κ6. (19)
By (19), if pN , G2, κq is node balanced, then κ1κ3κ7´κ2κ4κ6 ă 0, while by (18), if pN , G1, κq
is node balanced, then κ1κ3κ7´κ2κ4κ6 ą 0. This shows that there does not exist κ such that
N is node balanced with respect to both reaction graphs.
4 Horn and Jackson’s symmetry conditions
Horn and Jackson studied steady states in general and complex and detailed balanced steady
states in particular [15]. They showed that there exist certain symmetry conditions on the
rate matrix such that the detailed and complex balanced steady states, and the steady states
in general, are precisely the points fulfilling these symmetry conditions. We revisit these
symmetry conditions in the light of the theory developed here.
Given a kinetics vpxq, the mˆm rate matrix ρpxq is such that the pi, jq-th entry is vkpxq if
the k-th reaction is rk : yj Ñ yi, and zero otherwise. Say a function Ω on Rmˆm is symmetric
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at x if
Ωpρpxqq “ ΩpρTpxqq, (20)
where ρT denotes the transpose matrix of ρ. Define the functions
Ωdpρpxqq “ ρpxq, Ωcpρpxqq “ ρpxqe, Ωepρpxqq “ Ycρpxqe
where e “ p1, . . . , 1q P Rm and Yc is the labeling matrix of the canonical complex reaction
graph. Then any detailed balanced steady state x˚ of N is characterized by the symmetry
condition for Ωd, any complex balanced steady state x
˚ of N is characterized by the symmetry
condition for Ωc and finally any steady state x
˚ of N is characterized by the symmetry
condition for Ωe [15]. We might straightforwardly extend this to node balanced steady states
in the following way.
Given a reaction graph G, we define a function ιG : Rmˆm Ñ RmGˆmG entry-wise by
ιGpzqi1,i2 “ zj1,j2 if i2 Ñ i1 P EG and Ri2Ñi1 “ yj2 Ñ yj1 , and 0 otherwise. Then ιGpρpxqq is
simply the rate matrix in terms of the nodes of the reaction graph G. Now define
ΩGpρpxqq “ ιGpρpxqqeG P RmG , (21)
where eG “ p1, . . . , 1q P RmG . The i-th entry of the vector in (21) is the sum of the rate
functions of the edges with target i in G. Using (10), note that
ΩGpρpxqq ´ ΩGpρTpxqq “ CGvpxq,
which is zero if and only if x is a node balanced steady state with respect to G, and if and
only if the symmetry condition is fulfilled for ΩG at x.
If G is the canonical complex reaction graph, then ιG is the identity map and ΩGpρpxqq “
ρpxqe “ Ωcpρpxqq. If G is a detailed reaction graph, then there is only one element in each
row of ιGpρpxqq. Hence the vector ιGpρpxqqeG, up to a permutation of the entries, agrees with
Ωdpρpxqq.
Horn and Jackson speculated that there would be other types of steady states fulfilling
similar symmetry conditions as they verified for detailed and complex balanced steady state
[15]. The analysis above confirms that this is indeed the case and that the function ΩG in (21)
perhaps is the natural function to study in this context.
5 Steady states of subnetworks
In this section we present an application of our theory of reaction graphs and node balanced
steady states to determine whether a node balanced steady state of a network is also node
balanced for a subnetwork, and vice versa.
Given a reaction network N “ pS, C,Rq, the network generated by a subset of reactions
R1 Ď R is called a subnetwork of N . Any kinetics of N naturally induces a kinetics of a
subnetwork.
Let N1, . . . ,N` be subnetworks generated by disjoint subsets of reactions R1, . . . ,R` Ď R,
respectively. Let R``1 “ RzŤ`i“1Ri and let N``1 be the subnetwork generated by R``1,
called the complementary subnetwork. Observe that R1, . . . ,R``1 form a partition of R.
Consider a reaction graph G associated with N . For i “ 1, . . . , `` 1, let Gi “ pVi, Eiq be
the subgraph induced by the edges corresponding to the reactions of Ri, and let mGi denote
the number of nodes of Gi. After renumbering the nodes by means of a bijection between
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t1, . . . ,mGiu and Vi, the graph Gi becomes a reaction graph associated with Ni, denoted by
GNi . We say that GNi is a reaction graph associated with Ni induced by G. That is, Gi
and GNi are isomorphic digraphs, but Gi is a subgraph of G, while GNi is a reaction graph
associated with Ni.
One might construct a new reaction graph G1 by taking the disjoint union of G1, . . . , G``1,
or equivalently, the disjoint union of GN1 , . . . , GN``1 , up to a numbering of the nodes. Specif-
ically, let P be the partition defining rGs. We define a new partition P 1 as follows: j „P 1 k if
and only if j „P k and further, the edge involving j and the edge involving k in Gsp correspond
to reactions of the same subset Ri (equivalently, the corresponding edges of G belong to the
same subgraph Gi).
Clearly, P 1 ď P and any reaction graph G1 with partition P 1 fulfills G ĺ G1. Any such G1
is called a reaction graph induced by G and the subnetworks N1, . . . ,N`.
Let ni be the number of species ofNi and pii denote the projection from Rn to Rni , obtained
by selecting the indices of the species in Ni.
Proposition 6. Consider a reaction network N and subnetworks N1, . . . ,N` with comple-
mentary subnetwork N``1. Let G be a reaction graph, GNi the reaction graph associated with
Ni induced by G, for all i “ 1, . . . , ` ` 1, and G1 a reaction graph induced by G and the
subnetworks N1, . . . ,N`. Assume N is equipped with mass-action kinetics for some choice of
reaction rate constants.
Let x˚ P Rně0. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) x˚ is a node balanced steady state of N with respect to G, and piipx˚q is a node balanced
steady state of Ni with respect to GNi for all i “ 1, . . . , `.
(ii) x˚ is a node balanced steady state of N with respect to G1.
(iii) piipx˚q is a node balanced steady state of Ni with respect to GNi for all i “ 1, . . . , `` 1.
Proof. After renumbering the elements of the set of reactions, there is a choice of G2 with
rG2s “ rG1s such that CG2 is a block matrix with ` ` 1 blocks. Since the statements are
independent of the choice of representative of the equivalence class of G1, we assume G1 “ G2.
The i-th block of CG1 is precisely the incidence matrix of GNi , for the induced numberings.
Let v be the kinetics of N and vi the kinetics induced on Ni. Let pi be the cardinality of
Ri, and let ρ denote the projection from Rp to Rpi , obtained by selecting the indices of the
reactions in Ri. Note that
vippiipx˚qq “ ρipvpx˚qq.
(ii) ô (iii): We have x˚ is node balanced with respect to G1 if and only if
CGNivippiipx˚qq “ CGNiρipvpx˚qq “ 0, for all i “ 1, . . . , `` 1,
if and only if piipx˚q is a node balanced steady state of Ni with respect to GNi for all i “
1, . . . , `` 1.
(iii) ñ (i): If (iii) holds, then clearly the second part of (i) holds. Further, since we have
proven (ii) ô (iii), x˚ is a node balanced steady state of N with respect to G1, which, since
G ĺ G1, also is a node balanced steady state of N with respect to G. This shows that (iii)
implies the first part of (i).
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(i) ñ (ii): If (i) holds, then CGvpx˚q “ 0 and
CG1vpx˚q “
´
0, . . . , 0, CGN``1v``1ppi``1px˚qq
¯
,
where the zeroes cover the first m1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `m` entries. By Proposition 2(iii), there exists an
pmG ˆmG1q-matrix B such that CG “ BCG1 . Write B “ pB1| . . . |B``1q such that each block
Bi has mi columns. Then, by hypothesis we have
B``1CGN``1v``1ppi``1px˚qq “ 0. (22)
Let ϕ : VG1 Ñ VG be the morphism defining the inclusion G ĺ G1. By construction (see the
proof of Proposition 2(iii)), the j-th column of B has one non-zero entry, equal to one, in the
ϕpjq-th row. By definition of G1, ϕ is injective on each VGi . In particular, B``1 has m``1 non-
zero rows, which define a permutation matrix. Thus, (22) implies CGN``1v``1ppi``1px˚qq “ 0.
Hence CG1vpx˚q “ 0.
Note that if δG “ δG1 , then any node balanced steady state with respect to G automatically
fulfills the three equivalent statements in Proposition 6.
An interesting consequence of Proposition 6 and Theorem 1 is that, given a reaction graph
G, either all or none of the positive steady states of N are node balanced with respect to G
and fulfil that piipx˚q is a node balanced steady state of Ni with respect to GNi for i “ 1, . . . , `.
Indeed, either all or none the positive steady states of N are node balanced with respect to
G1.
In the particular setting of complex balanced steady states, the reaction graphs induced
by a complex reaction graph are complex reaction graphs associated with the subnetworks.
Proposition 6 says that the set of complex balanced steady states that are also complex
balanced for a set of disjoint subnetworks agree with the set of node balanced steady states
for a specific reaction graph defined from the subnetworks. Therefore, the properties of node
balanced steady states derived from Theorem 1, 2 and 3 also apply in this case. In particular,
positive steady states of this type can only exist if the reaction networks N1, . . . ,N`, as well as
the complementary subnetwork, are weakly reversible. Moreover, conditions on the reaction
rate constants κ for which such steady states exist are given in Theorem 2. Finally, if there
exists a positive complex balanced steady state of N that is also complex balanced for a
subnetwork, then so is any positive steady state of N .
Example 1 (part J). Consider the following subsets of R:
R1 “ tr1, r2, r6u, R2 “ tr3, r4, r5u.
Let respectively N1,N2 denote the subnetworks generated by R1,R2. Consider the complex
balanced reaction graph G1 in Figure 1. Then G3 is a reaction graph induced by G1 and N1.
By Proposition 6, x˚ is a complex balanced steady state for N and N1, if and only if x˚ is
a node balanced steady state with respect to G3. In this case, it is also a complex balanced
steady state for N2.
Example 1 (part K). Let N 1 be the subnetwork generated by R1 “ tr1, r2, r5, r6u. Both N
and N 1 are weakly reversible, but the complementary subnetwork, with reactions r3, r4, is not.
Thus there does not exist reaction rate constants for which there exists a positive complex
balanced steady state for both N and N 1.
If the sets of reactions R1, . . . ,R` are not disjoint, then there is not a general unambiguous
answer similar to that of Proposition 6.
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6 Proofs
6.1 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
To ease the notation, we use rks “ t1, . . . , ku for k P N.
One way to prove Theorem 1 and 2 would be to reproduce the arguments of the original
results for complex balanced steady states. Indeed, the original arguments work line by line
because it is not explicitly used in the proofs that the complexes (node labels of the reaction
graph) are different from each other. This is not even stated as a requirement in [3, 4]. The
reader familiar with these results will readily see that this is the case. However, we take a
different route here.
For a given network N , we construct another network N 1, such that their steady states
agree. Further, the complex balanced steady states of N 1 are in one-to-one correspondence
with the node balanced steady states of N . Hence, we can lift the (known) results for complex
balanced steady states such that they hold for node balanced steady states as well.
Let G be a reaction graph associated with N . We start with the construction of the
network N 1 “ pS 1, C1,R1q. To this end, we define the species set as S 1 “ S ˆ VG “ tpXi, jq |
Xi P S, j P VGu, and define
 “ 1`max
yPC
nÿ
i“1
yi, and y
j “
nÿ
i“1
pYjqi pXi, jq. (23)
Since Yj is the label of the node j, then pYjqi P N is the coefficient of Yj in species Xi in the
original network. The reaction set R1 is defined as
R1 “ tyi Ñ yj | iÑ j P EGu Y tpXi, jq Ñ pXi, j1q | pXi, jq, pXi, j1q P S 1u, (24)
and the complex set as
C1 “ ty1, . . . , ymGu Y  pXi, jq | pXi, jq P S 1(.
This set has cardinality mG ` nmG “ mGpn ` 1q. We number the set C1 according to the
order
y1, . . . , ymG , pX1, 1q, . . . , pX1,mGq, . . . , pXn, 1q, . . . , pXn,mGq, (25)
and the species set analogously: pX1, 1q, . . . , pX1,mGq, . . . , pXn, 1q, . . . , pXn,mGq. Reactions
are numbered such that the reactions 1, . . . , p correspond to the reactions in R (first set in
(24), and the rest of the reactions are ordered increasingly in i and arbitrarily within the
subsets of reactions involving pXi, jq, j “ 1, . . . ,mG. The complex reaction graph G1c of N 1
will refer to this numbering.
There is a graph isomorphism from G and the subgraph of G1c induced by the nodes
1, . . . ,mG (those with label y
1, . . . , ymG) that maps i P VG to i. The coefficient  ensures that
the source and target of the reactions in (24) are not one of yj in (23). Thus the reaction
graph G1c has n extra connected components, one for each Xi, whose nodes are labeled by
pXi, jq, j “ 1, . . . ,mG. These components are complete digraphs since there is a directed
edge from every node to every other node.
For example, for the reaction graph
1, X1 `X2 Ñ 2, 3X1,
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we have  “ 4 and the reaction network N 1 consists of the reactions
pX1, 1q ` pX2, 1q Ñ 3pX1, 2q, 4pX1, 1q ÝÝáâÝ 4pX1, 2q, 4pX2, 1q ÝÝáâÝ 4pX2, 2q.
The species set has nmG elements. We identify RnmG with RnˆmG and index the con-
centration of the species pXi, jq as xij . Consider the linear map pi : RnˆmG Ñ Rn and the
injective linear map g : Rn Ñ RnˆmG defined by
pipxqi “
mGÿ
j“1
xij , i P rns, for all x P RnˆmG ,
gpxqij “ xi, i P rns, j P rmGs, for all x P Rn.
Note that g maps positive vectors to positive vectors and that pipgpxqq “ mG x.
Lemma 4. Let s “ dimpSq and let S1 be the stoichiometric subspace of N 1. Then S “ pipS1q.
Further, S1 has dimension s` npmG ´ 1q and the deficiency of the network N 1 is δG.
Proof. Let ei,jÑj1 “ pXi, j1q ´ pXi, jq be the vector in RnˆmG that has two nonzero entries,
the pi, jq-th, where it is equal to ´1, and the pi, j1q-th where it is equal to 1. Then
S1 “ @yj ´ yi | iÑ j P EGD` @ei,jÑj1 | i P rns, j, j1 P rmGsD.
Let us show that pipS1q “ S. Observe that pipS1q Ď S since pipei,jÑj1q “ 0 and pipyj ´ yiq “
Yj ´ Yi. Furthermore, if u P S, then
u “
ÿ
iÑjPEG
λijpYj ´ Yiq “
ÿ
iÑjPEG
λijpipyj ´ yiq P pipS1q,
hence pipS1q “ S.
To determine dimS1 we do the following. For x P kerpi we have řmGj“1 xij “ 0 for all i P rns.
Consider the vector
x1 “
nÿ
i“1
mGÿ
j“2
xijei,1Ñj .
Since the nonzero entries of ei,1Ñj are pei,1Ñjqi,j “ 1 and pei,1Ñjqi,1 “ ´1, we have x1k,k1 “ xk,k1
if k1 ‰ 1. Further, using that x P kerpi by assumption, we have x1k1 “ ´
řmG
j“2 xkj “ xk1. It
follows that x “ x1 and thus kerpi “ xei,1Ñj | i P rns, j P rmGsy Ď S1. For each i P rns, the
vectors ei,1Ñj are the columns of the incidence matrix of a connected graph with mG nodes,
which has rank mG´ 1. It follows that dim kerpi “ npmG´ 1q. Now, by the first isomorphism
theorem
dimS1 “ dim kerpi ` dimpipS1q “ s` npmG ´ 1q.
Since C 1 has `G ` n connected components and mGpn` 1q nodes, the deficiency of N 1 is
δN 1 “ mGpn` 1q ´ s´ npmG ´ 1q ´ `G ´ n “ mG ´ s´ `G “ δG.
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Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove Theorem 1 we use that the theorem holds for
complex balanced steady states [15, Theorem 6A]. Since a positive node balanced steady state
is in particular complex balanced, any positive node balanced steady state is asymptotically
stable. Further, if there is one positive node balanced steady state with respect to G, then the
network N admits exactly one positive steady state within every stoichiometric compatibility
class, which is complex balanced. Therefore, to prove the theorem all we need is to show that
if there is one positive node balanced steady state with respect to G, then all positive steady
states are node balanced with respect to G.
We endow N 1 with mass-action kinetics, such that the reaction rate constant κiÑj of
yi Ñ yj is that of Yi Ñ Yj for any i Ñ j P EG. This implies that the reaction rate constants
of the reaction RiÑj in G and G1c agree. The reaction rate constant of pXi, jq Ñ pXi, j1q is
set to κi,jÑj1 “ 1.
By (23), for any complex of the form yk P C1, the only nonzero entries are ykik “ pYkqi,
i “ 1, . . . , n. This gives
gpxqyk “
ź
pi,jqPrnsˆrmGs
gpxqy
k
ij
ij “
ź
iPrns
x
pYkqi
i “ xYk , gpxqpXi,kq “ xi . (26)
Denote the kinetics of N by v and that of N 1 by v1. Then, by the choice of reaction rate
constants we have,
v1pgpxqq “ pvpxq, px1, . . . , x1q, . . . , pxn, . . . , xnqq, (27)
where for all i P rns the vector pxi , . . . , xiq has length mGpmG ´ 1q.
The incidence matrix of the canonical complex reaction graph of N 1, denoted by C 1, is
block diagonal with the first block equal to CG, and the remaining blocks 2, . . . , n`1 equal to
the incidence matrix of a complete digraph with mG nodes. We have the following key lemma.
Lemma 5. (i) C 1 v1pgpxqq “ pCG vpxq, 0, . . . , 0q P RmG`nmG .
(ii) x P Rną0 is a positive node balanced steady state of N with respect to G if and only if
gpxq P RnˆmGą0 is a positive complex balanced steady state for N 1.
(iii) If x1 P RnˆmGą0 is a positive complex balanced steady state of N 1, then there exists a unique
x P Rną0 such that x1 “ gpxq.
Proof. (i) By the block form of C 1 and (27), every column in the blocks 2, . . . , n`1 appear with
` and with ´ sign in the same block. Thus multiplication of pi` 1q-th block with pxi , . . . , xiq
is zero. The result follows now because the first block of C 1 is CG and the first mG entries of
v1pgpxqq agree with vpxq.
(ii) follows directly from (i).
(iii) For fixed i P rns, consider the incidence matrix of the complete digraph corresponding
to the nodes pi, jq for all j P rmGs. Each row of the matrix has exactly mG ´ 1 entries equal
to ´1 and mG´ 1 entries equal to one, since there are mG´ 1 edges with target j and mG´ 1
edges with source j. For the edges with source j, the rate function is px1qpXi,jq “ px1qij . Thus
complex balancing implies
pmG ´ 1qpx1qij “
ÿ
j1PrmGs,j1‰j
px1qij1 , for all j P rmGs.
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For distinct j1, j2 P rmGs this gives
pmG ´ 1qppx1qij1 ´ px1qij2q “
ÿ
j1PVG,j1‰j1
px1qij1 ´
ÿ
j1PVG,j1‰j2
px1qij1 “ px1qij2 ´ px1qij1 .
This gives 0 “ mGppx1qij1 ´ px1qij2q. Since x1 is positive, we obtain x1ij1 “ x1ij2 for all pairs
j1, j2 and all i P rns. As a consequence, x1 is in the image of g. Unicity follows because g is
injective.
By Lemma 5(ii), if N admits a positive node balanced steady state x˚ with respect to G,
then gpx˚q is a positive complex balanced steady state of N 1 and it follows that all positive
steady states of N 1 are complex balanced. Let now x˚˚ be another positive steady state of
N . The stoichiometric compatibility class of N 1 containing gpx˚˚q has one positive steady
state x1, which is complex balanced. By Lemma 5(iii), there exists x2 P Rną0 such that
x1 “ gpx2q, and by Lemma 5(ii), it follows that x2 is a node balanced steady state with
respect to G. Let us show that x2 “ x˚˚. We have that gpx2 ´ x˚˚q P S1, since x1 and
gpx˚˚q belong to the same stoichiometric compatibility class of N 1. By Lemma 4, it follows
that x2 ´ x˚˚ “ 1mGpipgpx1 ´ x˚˚qq P S. Thus x2 and x˚˚ are in the same stoichiometric
compatibility class of N and they are both positive steady states. Since there is a unique
positive (complex balanced) steady state in each class, they must coincide. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the labeling matrix Y 1 of the canonical complex reaction
graph of N 1 with numbering of complexes given in (25). We let a vector u P RmG`nmG be
indexed as
u “ pu1, . . . , umG , u11, . . . , u1mG , . . . , un1, . . . , unmGq
and use the same indexing for the columns of Y 1. The matrix Y 1 has one or two nonzero
entries in each row: if pXi, jq is part of yj , then the row corresponding to this species has two
nonzero entries: pYjqi in column j and  in column pi, jq. If pXi, jq is not part of yj , then the
row corresponding to this species has one nonzero entry:  in column pi, jq.
Let Ψ1 be the map (9) for the canonical complex reaction graph of N 1. We start by giving
an explicit isomorphism between ker Ψ1 and ker ΨG, which exists since both vector subspaces
have dimension δG (cf. Lemma 4, Proposition 3). Consider the projection map
ρ : RmG`nmG Ñ RmG , ρpxq “ px1, . . . , xmGq.
Lemma 6. The linear map ρ induces an isomorphism from ker Ψ1 to ker ΨG.
Proof. We first show that ρpxq P ker ΨG for x P ker Ψ1. Using the form of the labeling matrix
Y 1, we have that if x P ker Ψ1, then
pYjqi xj “ ´xij , for all i P rns, j P rmGs. (28)
Thus, for every i P rns we have
mGÿ
j“1
pYjqixj “ ´
mGÿ
j“1
xij “ 0,
by definition of Ψ1, since the nodes pi, 1q, . . . , pi,mGq form a connected component of C 1. By
the correspondence between connected components of C 1 and G,
ř
iPGk xi “ 0 for all k P r`Gs.
This shows that ρpxq P ker ΨG.
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Let us find the kernel of ρ restricted to ker Ψ1. We have ρpxq “ 0 if and only if xj “ 0 for
all j “ 1, . . . ,mG. By (28), it follows that also xij “ 0 for all i and j. As a consequence x “ 0.
Therefore ρ is an injective linear map between two vector spaces of the same dimension, ker Ψ1
and ker ΨNG , and it is thus an isomorphism.
By Theorems 7 and 9 in [3], there exists a positive complex balanced steady state for N 1
with a vector of reaction rate constants κ1 if and only if Theorem 2(i) holds, that is,
pK 1qu “ 1, for all u P ker Ψ1,
where K 1 is computed from the spanning trees in C 1 with labels given by κ1. For the particular
choice of reaction rate constants we have made,
K 1ij “ K 1ij1 for all i P rns, j, j1 P rmGs. (29)
Indeed, the reaction rate constants of any spanning tree rooted at pXi, jq or pXi, j1q (in the
corresponding connected component) are equal to one. Moreover pXi, jq and pXi, j1q are in
the same connected component, which is a complete digraph. Hence the number of spanning
trees rooted at pXi, jq and pXi, j1q is the same.
Further, using that G and the subgraph of C 1 with nodes 1, . . . ,mG are isomorphic and
preserve the reaction rate constants, it holds that
KG “ ρpK 1q. (30)
If u P ker Ψ1 , then řmGj“1 uij “ 0. Therefore
pK 1qu “ ρpK 1qρpuq
nź
i“1
mGź
j“1
pK 1ijquij “ ρpK 1qρpuq
nź
i“1
pK 1i1q
řmG
j“1 uij “ ρpK 1qρpuq “ KρpuqG .
Since ρ is an isomorphism between ker Ψ1 and ker ΨG, we conclude that
pK 1qu “ 1, for all u P ker Ψ1, ô KuG “ 1, for all u P ker ΨG. (31)
Consequently, we have KuG “ 1 for all u P ker ΨG if and only if N 1 admits a positive complex
balanced steady state for a choice of reaction rate constants κ1 such that κ1i,jÑj1 “ 1 for all
i P rns, j, j1 P rmGs and κ1iÑj “ κiÑj for all i Ñ j P EC1 , if and only if N admits a positive
node balanced steady state with respect to G for the corresponding choice of reaction rate
constants κ (Lemma 5(ii)). This proves (i).
The proof of part (ii) follows the same line of arguments. We use the same notation for
reaction rate constants κ of N and κ1 of N 1. By [4, Eq (21)], (ii) holds for complex balanced
steady states of N 1. That is, x1 P RnˆmGą0 is a complex balanced steady state of N 1 if and only
if
K 1ipx1qyi ´K 1jpx1qyj “ 0, @pi, jq P EG, and
K 1ij px1qpXi,jq ´K 1ij1 px1qpXi,j1q “ 0, @i P rns, j, j1 P rmGs.
Let x1 “ gpxq. By (26) and (29), the equations in the second row are satisfied. According
to (26) and (30), the equations in the first row are equal to Kix
Yi ´KjxYj “ 0. This gives
the following: x is a positive node balanced steady state of N with respect to G, if and
only if gpxq is a positive complex balanced steady state of N 1 (Lemma 5(ii)), if and only if
Kix
Yi ´KjxYj “ 0 for all pi, jq P EG. Thus (ii) holds and the theorem is proven.
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6.2 Proof of Theorem 3
To simplify the notation, we let K denote KG and K
1 denote KG1 throughout the subsection.
(i) The nodes i1, i2 do not belong to the same connected component of G. In
this case, δG “ δG1 by Proposition 4. We will show that the two sets of equations in κ for
which pN , G, κq and pN , G1, κq are node balanced can be chosen to be the same. Let Gp1 and
Gp2 be the connected components of G containing i1, i2 respectively, and G
1
q be the connected
component of G1 containing k. The morphism ϕ is a bijection between VGzti1, i2u and V 1Gztku
and induces an isomorphism between the subgraph of G obtained by removing Gp1 , Gp2 and
the subgraph of G1 obtained by removing G1q. Let Vi (resp. V 1i ) denote the set of nodes of the
i-th connected component of G (resp. G1).
We define two linear maps α : RmG Ñ Rm1G , and β : Rm1G Ñ RmG by
αpxqi “
#
xϕ´1piq if i ‰ k
xi1 ` xi2 if i “ k,
βpxqi “
$’’&’’%
xϕpiq if i ‰ i1, i2ř
jPVp2 xϕpjq if i “ i1ř
jPVp1 xϕpjq if i “ i2.
Proposition 7. The morphisms α and β induce isomorphisms between ker ΨG and ker ΨG1.
Proof. We first show that α ˝ βpxq “ x if x P ker ΨG1 . For i ‰ k, we have ϕ´1piq ‰ i1, i2 and
this gives
α ˝ βpxqi “ βpxqϕ´1piq “ xϕ˝ϕ´1piq “ xi.
For i “ k, using that x P ker ΨG1 , we have
α ˝ βpxqk “ βpxqi1 ` βpxqi2 “
ÿ
jPVp2
xϕpjq `
ÿ
jPVp1
xϕpjq “ xk `
ÿ
jPV 1q
xj “ xk.
This proves that α ˝ βpxq “ x. In particular, β is injective.
We show now that βpker ΨG1q Ď ker ΨG. Recall that Y 1ϕpiq “ Yi for all i P rmGs. Consider
the labeling matrices Y, Y 1 and the linear maps induced by Y, Y 1 in RmG and Rm1G , respectively.
We will show that Y “ Y 1 ˝ α in RmG . For x P RmG we have
Y 1 ˝ αpxq “
m1Gÿ
i“1
αpxqiY 1i “ pxi1 ` xi2qY 1k `
m1Gÿ
i“1,i‰k
xϕ´1piqY 1i
“ xi1Yi1 ` xi2Yi2 `
m1Gÿ
j“1,j‰i1,i2
xjYϕpjq “
mGÿ
j“1
xjYj “ Y x.
Let x P ker ΨG1 . For j ‰ p1, p2, let G1tpjq be the connected component of G1 isomorphic to Gj
by ϕ. Then
Y ˝ βpxq “ Y 1 ˝ α ˝ βpxq “ Y 1x “ 0ÿ
iPVj
βpxqi “
ÿ
iPVj
xϕpiq “
ÿ
iPV 1
tpjq
xi “ 0, j ‰ p1, p2,
ÿ
iPVp1
βpxqi “ βpxqi1 `
ÿ
iPVp1 ,i‰i1
xϕpiq “
ÿ
iPVp2
xϕpiq `
ÿ
iPVp1 ,i‰i1
xϕpiq “
ÿ
iPV 1q
xi “ 0.
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The last equation with the roles of p1 and p2 interchanged holds analogously. Thus ΨGpβpxqq “
0 and βpxq P ker ΨG. Since dim ker ΨG1 “ δG1 “ δG “ dim ker ΨG and β is injective, β is an
isomorphism and so is α. In particular αpker ΨGq Ď ker ΨG1 .
The proposition shows how the morphism β can be used to find a basis of ker ΨG from a
basis of ker ΨG1 , provided that G
1 is obtained from G by joining one pair of nodes and G1 has
one fewer connected components than G.
Proposition 8. Let u P ker ΨG1. Then
K 1u “ Kβpuq.
Proof. If i is a node of G that does not belong to Gp1 nor Gp2 , then Ki “ K 1ϕpiq. If i P Vp1 , then
any spanning tree rooted at ϕpiq in G1q consists of the image by ϕ of the union of a spanning
tree rooted at i in Gp1 and one tree rooted at i2 in Gp2 . Thus K
1
ϕpiq “ KiKi2 . If i P Vp2 , then
we obtain analogously that K 1ϕpiq “ KiKi1 . Note that if i “ i1 or i2 and ϕpiq “ k, then the
two equations agree, K 1k “ Ki1Ki2 . Using the definition of β, this gives:
pK 1quϕpiqϕpiq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
K
βpuqi
i if i R Vp1 Y Vp2
K
βpuqi
i K
uϕpiq
i2
if i P Vp1zti1u
K
βpuqi
i K
uϕpiq
i1
if i P Vp2zti2u
K
uϕpi1q
i1
K
uϕpi2q
i2
if i “ i1, i2.
Thus
K 1u “
mG1ź
j“1
pK 1qujj “ pK 1qukk
ź
iPrmGszti1,i2u
pK 1quϕpiqϕpiq “
« ź
iPrmGszti1,i2u
K
βpuqi
i
ff« ź
iPVp1
K
uϕpiq
i2
ź
iPVp2
K
uϕpiq
i1
ff
“
« ź
iPrmGszti1,i2u
K
βpuqi
i
ff
K
βpuqi2
i2
K
βpuqi1
i1
“ Kβpuq.
This concludes the proof.
We are ready to prove Theorem 3(i). Using Theorem 2(i), pN , G1, κq is node balanced if
and only if K 1u “ 1 for all u P ker ΨG1 . By Proposition 8, this is equivalent to Kβpuq “ 1
for all u P ker ΨG1 , which in turn is equivalent to Ku “ 1 for all u P ker ΨG, because β is an
isomorphism. Using Theorem 2(i), the later condition is equivalent to pN , G, κq being node
balanced. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3(i).
Case 2: The nodes i1, i2 belong to the same connected component of G. In this
situation, we have δG1 “ δG ´ 1 and mG “ m1G ` 1. Let Gp be the connected component of G
containing i1, i2, and G
1
q the connected component of G
1 that contains k. Again, we have that
ϕ induces an isomorphism between G and G1 outside the connected components Gp and G1q.
Consider the linear and injective morphism γ : Rm1G Ñ RmG defined for i P rmGs by
γpxqi “
#
xϕpiq if i ‰ i2
0 if i “ i2.
(All constructions could be done alternatively by replacing i2 with i1).
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Proposition 9. Let δpi1, i2q P RmG be the vector with δpi1, i2qi1 “ 1, δpi1, i2qi2 “ ´1 and the
rest of entries equal to zero. Let tu1, . . . , uδG1 u be a basis of ker ΨG1. Then 
γpu1q, . . . , γpuδG1 q, δpi1, i2q
(
is a basis of ker ΨG.
Proof. Since the i2-th component of γpujq is zero for all j P rδG1s, the vector δpi1, i2q does not
belong to xγpu1q, . . . , γpuδGqy. Since γ is injective, the vectors γpu1q, . . . , γpuδG1 q, δpi1, i2q are
linearly independent and generate a vector space of dimension δG1 ` 1 “ δG “ dim ker ΨG.
Thus all we need is to show that δpi1, i2q, γpuq P ker ΨG for all u P ker ΨG1 .
We have
Y δpi1, i2q “ Yi1 ´ Yi2 “ Y 1k ´ Y 1k “ 0.
Since i1 and i2 belong to the same connected component of G, we have
ř
iPGj δpi1, i2qi “ 0 for
all connected components Gj of G. Thus δpi1, i2q P ker ΨG.
For a connected component Gj of G, let G
1
tpjq be the corresponding connected component
of G1 under the morphism ϕ, such that tppq “ q. For u P ker ΨG1 and j P r`Gs, we have
Y γpuq “
mGÿ
i“1
γpuqiYi “
mGÿ
i“1,i‰i2
uϕpiqYi “
mGÿ
i“1,i‰i2
uϕpiqY 1ϕpiq “
mG1ÿ
j“1
ujY
1
j “ Y 1u “ 0,ÿ
iPGj
γpuqi “
ÿ
iPGj ,i‰i2
uϕpiq “
ÿ
iPG1
tpjq
ui “ 0.
This shows that γpuq P ker ΨG, which concludes the proof.
Proposition 10. Assuming Kδpi1,i2q “ 1, then for all u P ker ΨG1 it holds
Kγpuq “ K 1u.
Proof. Because γ induces an isomorphism of digraphs outside Gp and G
1
q, we can without loss
of generality restrict the proof to the case, where G,G1 are strongly connected. For simplicity,
we let m “ mG1 such that VG “ rm` 1s and VG1 “ rms, and assume that ϕ is the identity on
t1, . . . ,mu and sends m` 1 to 1 (so i1 “ 1, i2 “ m` 1, k “ 1). In this setting, Kδpi1,i2q “ 1 is
equivalent to K1 “ Km`1.
Assume that it holds
K1K
1
i ´KiK 11 “ 0, for all i “ 1, . . . ,m. (32)
Not that since the graphs are strongly connected, none of Ki,K
1
i is zero. Then, using K1 “
Km`1, we have
Kγpuq “
mź
i“1
Kuii “
mź
i“1
Kui1
Kuii
Kui1
“
«
mź
i“1
Kui1
ff
mź
i“1
„
K 1i
K 11
ui
“
„
K1
K 11
řm
i“1 ui mź
i“1
pK 1quii “ pK 1qu,
where we use
řm
i“1 ui “ 0 since u P ker ΨG1 .
Thus, all we need is to show that (32) holds provided K1 “ Km`1. Below we use the indices
k, ` generically. Let Θ1j be the set of spanning trees of G1 rooted at j. Given F,B Ď rm`1s of
cardinality M , let ΘpF,Bq be the set of spanning forests of G with M connected components,
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such that each component is a tree rooted at one element of B and contains exactly one
element of F . Let
Θi,j “ Θpt1,m` 1u, ti, juq.
If ζ P Θi,m`1, then ζ is a spanning forest that consists of two trees ζi, ζm`1 rooted respectively
at i and m ` 1 such that 1 is a node of ζi. Analogously, ζ P Θ1,i is a spanning forest that
consists of two trees ζ1, ζi rooted respectively at 1 and i such that m`1 is a node of ζi. Then,
ϕ induces two one-to-one correspondences
Θ1i ÐÑ Θi,m`1 \Θ1,i Θ11 ÐÑ Θ1,m`1,
for 2 ď i ď m. The one-to-one correspondence between EG and EG1 induces a bijective mappϕ from the set of subgraphs of G to the set of subgraphs of G1. It is thus enough to show
that pϕ maps Θi,m`1 \ Θ1,i to Θ1i and Θ1,m`1 to Θ11. First, observe that for any subgraph ζ
of G, pϕpζq contains an undirected cycle if and only if ζ contains an undirected cycle or an
undirected path joining 1 and m` 1. Hence, for ζ in Θi,m`1, Θ1,i or Θ1,m`1, pϕpζq is acyclic.
Moreover, pϕpζq is connected because ζ consists of two disjoint trees, one containing 1 and
the other containing m ` 1. Hence, pϕpζq is a tree, and since ζ is a spanning forest, pϕpζq is a
spanning tree. Finally, if ζ P Θi,m`1 \ Θ1,i, then ζ has no edge with source i, so pϕpζq P Θ1i.
Similarly, ζ P Θ1,m`1 has no edge with source 1 or m` 1, so pϕpζq P Θ11, as desired.
By hypothesis, K1 “ Km`1. Thus
K1K
1
i “ K1
»– ÿ
ζPΘi,m`1
ζκ `
ÿ
ζPΘ1,i
ζκ
fifl “ K1
»– ÿ
ζPΘi,m`1
ζκ
fifl`Km`1
»– ÿ
ζPΘ1,i
ζκ
fifl . (33)
We make now use of the All-Minors Matrix-Tree theorem, which extends equation (14).
Since we are assuming G is connected, the Laplacian matrix L is of size pm` 1qˆ pm` 1q (we
omit reference to κ for simplicity). Recall that Lpjq is the minor of L obtained by removing
the row m ` 1 and columns j of L and taking the determinant. Let Lpj,kq for j ă k be the
minor of L obtained by removing rows 1,m` 1 and columns j, k. Then it holds that [17, Th
3.1]
Lpj,kq “ p´1qj`k`1
ÿ
ζPΘj,k
ζκ.
In view of (33) and (14), to prove (32) we need to show that
p´1q1`i`m`1`1Lp1qLpi,m`1q ` p´1qm`1`i`1`1Lpm`1qLp1,iq “ p´1qi`1`m`1`1LpiqLp1,m`1q,
that is, we have to show that it holds
Lp1qLpi,m`1q ` Lpm`1qLp1,iq “ LpiqLp1,m`1q. (34)
We find Lp1q, Lpm`1q and Lpiq by expanding the corresponding submatrix of the Laplacian
used for the computation of each of the minors along the first row. Then (34) is equivalent to
m`1ÿ
j“2
p´1qjLp1,jqLpi,m`1q `
mÿ
j“1
p´1qj`1Lpj,m`1qLp1,iq “
m`1ÿ
j“1,j‰i
p´1qjLpi,jqLp1,m`1q. (35)
where j “ j ` 1 if j ă i and j if j ą i.
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Equation (35) has three sums, which we refer to as the first, second and third sum for sim-
plicity, reading from left to right. The summand for j “ i in the first two sums is respectively
p´1qiLp1,iqLpi,m`1q and p´1qi`1Lpi,m`1qLp1,iq, which cancel out. The two terms for j “ 1 in
the second and third sums agree, using that 1 “ 2. Finally, the summands for j “ m` 1 in
the first and the third sums agree since m`1 “ m` 1.
We consider now the three summands, one for each sum, corresponding to a fixed j P
t2, . . . ,mu, j ‰ i. We will use the Plu¨cker relations on the maximal minors of a rectangular
matrix [16]. These are as follows. Consider a dˆ n matrix A, d ă n. For a set I Ď rns, let AI
be the minor obtained after removing the columns with index in I of A. Consider two sets
I,K of cardinality n´ d` 1 and n´ d´ 1, respectively. Then it holds thatÿ
kPIzK
p´1q¯kAIzkAKYtku “ 0,
with ¯k “ #t` P I | k ă `u `#t` P K | k ă `u. (See for example [16]. Note that the formula
given in [16] is stated in complementary notation, indicating the columns that are kept to
construct the minor, and not those that are removed).
Let A be the pm ´ 1q ˆ pm ` 1q submatrix of L obtained by removing the first and last
rows. We apply the Plu¨cker relation to A with the sets I “ t1, j,m` 1u, K “ tiu and obtain
p´1q¯m`1Lp1,jqLpi,m`1q ` p´1q¯jLp1,m`1qLpi,jq ` p´1q¯1Lpj,m`1qLp1,iq “ 0.
We have ¯m`1 “ 0, ¯1 “ 2 ` 1 “ 3, and ¯j “ 1 if j ą i, and ¯j “ 2 if j ă i. Thus, after
rearranging the terms, we obtain
p´1qjLp1,jqLpi,m`1q ` p´1qj`1Lpj,m`1qLp1,iq ´ p´1qjLpj,m`1qLp1,m`1q “ 0.
This implies that (35) holds and concludes the proof.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3(ii). By Theorem 2(i) and Proposition 9, pN , G, κq is
node balanced if and only if Kγpuq “ 1 for all u P ker ΨG1 and Kδpi1,i2q “ 1. By Proposition 10,
this is equivalent to K 1u “ 1 for all u P ker ΨG1 and Ki1 “ Ki2 , which in turn is equivalent to
pN , G1, κq being node balanced and Ki1 “ Ki2 , by Theorem 2(i). This concludes the proof.
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